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The Challenge 
 

Net-Translators was founded in 2001 to help software developers, medical-device 
manufacturers, prepare their products and services for worldwide deployment by 
providing high-quality translation, localization, and multilingual testing services. Today, 
with customers and localization resources on six continents, Net-Translators is known 
and trusted by technology leaders around the world for consistently delivering 
thorough, high-quality results that are on-time and on-budget. 

Net-Translators’ online marketing strategy relies on inbound marketing to generate 
traffic. Once visitors arrive at their website or blog, the company leverages content 
marketing to drive visitor engagement and conversion, using dozens of content items. 
Net-Translators wanted to maximize the ROI of its content and online traffic by 
minimizing bounce and increasing engagement and conversion of anonymous browsing 
visitors. 

Wanting to accelerate anonymous visitors buyer journey so they engage with the 
company as early as possible, Net-Translators decided to explore a solution that would 
help anonymous visitors get quickly to the most relevant marketing content and thus 
move them faster through the buyer journey. 

 
“According to CEB, 57% of the customer purchase decision is complete 
before a customer ever contacts the supplier. This means by the time they 
actually contact you, they are well on their way to making a purchase 
decision and are just validating information with the short list of finalists”, 
says Gal Yissar, CEO at Net-Translators. “We needed to help our anonymous 
online visitors make informed decisions about their next step while they are 
still on our website or blog - encouraging them to engage and connect with 
us”. 
  

http://www.executiveboard.com/exbd/sales-service/challenger/new-decision-timeline/index.page
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The Solution 
 

To accelerate anonymous visitors toward becoming potential leads, Net-Translators 
signed up to BrightInfo cloud service for dynamic content recommendation. Using 
BrightInfo for Drupal Net-Translators could easily increase online engagement and 
conversions in minutes.  

The BrightInfo unique targeting algorithm helped Net-Translators leverage their existing 
content by automatically recommending the most relevant next step from the available 
content marketing items to the individual anonymous visitors. Net-Translators 
marketing team didn’t need any manual effort or any change to their website or landing 
pages to activate BrightInfo. 

“It was great to see BrightInfo up and running in minutes. BrightInfo 
immediately began dynamically recommending the most relevant 
marketing content items to anonymous visitors using its unique targeting 
mechanism”, notes Gal Yissar. “Adding BrightInfo to our Drupal CMS was 
seamless and easy“. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The BrightInfo 
Recommended Content 

window accompanies 
visitors through the Net-
Translators website and 

blog or engages departing 
visitors. 
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The Result 
 

Net-Translators started to use BrightInfo and immediately experienced an uplift in 
leads and engagement, without any other change to their website. Using BrightInfo’s 
automated service, Net-Translators was able to expose anonymous visitors to the best 
possible content for them immediately and in real-time, helping them move faster 
through the buyer journey and encouraging them to connect with the company.  

Within the 30 day trial the measurable result was a 15% increase in online form 
conversions as more visitors signed up for more premium content. The company also 
noted lower bounce rates and an increase in content consumption. 

Net-Translators continues to use BrightInfo to increase the ROI from their content 
marketing investment and help anonymous online visitors to easily engage with the 
company. Through the BrightInfo built in reporting and the Drupal integration Net-
Translators sees a steady ongoing increase in their website conversion and engagement 
metrics. 

“I was skeptical at first but BrightInfo worked as promised and was easy to 
use. I’m very happy with the additional leads and the substantial increase in 
content consumption. You get only one quick shot at leaving a good first 
impression – and now I know we excel at it”, observes Gal Yissar. 
 

ABOUT BRIGHTINFO 

With BrightInfo, every website that leverages content marketing can offer the most relevant content to each 
anonymous visitor – dynamically, in real time and on each page visited. 

Businesses that leverage BrightInfo increase visitor engagement dramatically. The service helps ensure visitors 
are exposed to the most relevant content, consume more content on average, and sign up more for premium 
content. It can be configured for website and blog pages or to engage abandoning/bouncing visitors on landing 
pages. 

BrightInfo requires no configuration, customization or integration and delivers value within minutes of sign up. 
Visit www.brightinfo.com to learn more. 

 

http://www.brightinfo.com/
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